Abstract-Traditional underwater target noise signal modulation spectrum analysis methods is based on the secondorder statistics characteristics in the Gaussian noise environment, but in most cases underwater acoustic signals, such as ship-radiated noise and marine environment noise, have pulse characteristic that subjecting to α stable distribution typically. Under this condition the second-order statistics of the modulation spectrum analysis algorithm performance not only be declined, but also can not be stable convergence any more. Aiming at this problem, the fractional lower order statistics of the target signal modulation spectrum analysis method was proposed, and technique for choosing order of fractional was debated. Simulation and experimental data results show that proposed method is robust.
INTRODUCTION
Modulation noise generated by the underwater targets is major signal for passive sonar target identification. The target characteristics can be extracted by analyzing the received underwater target acoustic signals' DEMON (Detection of Envelope the Modulation on Noise) spectrum. The methods include underwater acoustic signal's higherorder spectrum analysis, wavelet transform spectrum analysis, line enhancement technology and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] . The above methods work well in Gaussian noise environment, but the underwater environment noise obeys α stable distribution with pulse characteristics rather than Gaussian stable distribution according to a large number of experiments. For example, literature [5] indicated the ocean environment noise is mostly α stable distribution with 1.6<α<1.8. Traditional DEMON spectrum analysis performance may be decline because underwater environment noise obeys the stable distribution. A new DEMON analysis method is needed that adapts to α stable distribution in order to improve the robustness of the analysis system. α stable distribution [7] by its characteristic function as follows (1) .
where, (0, 2] α ∈ is characteristic exponent, it measures the "thickness" of the tails of the density function and can take any value in the interval 0 Therefore, random variables X with α stable distribution
Obviously, it is known that a real non-Gaussian α stable distribution random variable with zero location parameter has finite fractional lower order moment. By reason of the second order moment of a S S α process with 0 2 α < < does not exist, the performance of underwater acoustic for detection and analysis which is designed based on second order statistical and assumption of Gaussian must be degenerate under the α -stable distribution noise. Hence a new method with using FLOM should be adopted [6] [7] .
III. ANALYSIS OF THE DEMON SPECTRUM BASED ON FRACTIONAL LOWER ORDER STATISTICS
Symmetric correlation function and symmetric spectrum are defined as (4) and (5):
In the α stable distribution noise environment, statistical moment is the unstable convergent if the order is higher than characteristic index α , so traditional power spectrum and symmetric spectrum is no longer suitable. Therefore, we propose new analysis methods based on fractional lower order symmetric correlation function and fractional loworder spectrum of symmetrical correlation function, which are defined as (6) and (7): as a whole.
Fractional low-order spectrum of symmetrical correlation function not only inherits higher resolution characteristics of the symmetry power spectrum but also performs very well in suppressing impulse noise. Therefore, underwater targets DEMON spectrum detection methods based on fractional low-order spectrum of symmetrical correlation function is proposed to improve on the traditional method. The algorithm steps are as follows:
First step, parameters α is estimated by using the methods proposed in reference [8] for underwater acoustic.
The second step, demodulation is performed via the band-pass filter and the absolute value low-pass filter.
The third step, employing N-point signal to determine parameters 1 B and 2 B of the fractional lower order symmetric power spectrum.
The fourth step, the fractional low-order spectrum of symmetrical correlation function can be extracted according to (6) and (7). Fig.1 shows the effect of underwater target's DEMON for multi-cases. Table 1 shows that the minimum MSNR (dB) statistics witch basic frequency recovery correct rates is higher than 80% are obtained by the traditional DEMON spectrum and the new method proposed, in presences of the stable distribution noise with different parameters α for 300 independent simulation processing. Seen from the TABLE I, the performances are equivalent both of the methods proposed and traditional methods for signal analysis capability in presences of Gaussian noise ( 2 α = ). But in presences of α stable distribution noise and 2
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
α < , it is difficult to obtain steadily modulation spectrum information for the traditional methods, whose performance decreased significantly, while the methods proposed have good performances and robustness ability to suppress impulse noise. Experiments 3: Ocean experimental data analysis. A target radiated noise data samples, the sampling frequency 25KHz , the length of time sampling 4s .Ocean experimental data obeys to α stable distribution with 1.65
1.75 α < < , the DEMON spectrums are shown in Fig.2 : In Fig. 3 (a) , it is difficult to achieve the frequency information of the underwater target signal with the traditional analysis methods while more clearly target line spectrum information could been achieve with the methods proposed (The figure horizontal axis unit is the normalized frequency).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Aiming at the depressed performance of traditional DEMON spectrum analysis in α stable distribution noise environment, fractional low-order DEMON spectrum analysis methods is proposed to adjust to the α stable distribution noise environment. By analyzing simulation and ocean experimental data results, the methods proposed have the same effect of spectrum analysis compared with the traditional methods in the Gaussian noise environment. But in α stable distribution noise environment with the pulse features, the performance of traditional DEMON spectrum analysis methods is unstable and declines obviously while fractional low-order DEMON spectrum analysis methods with robust perform. Proposed method is worth application and generalizing.
